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We show conclusively that, contrary to common belief, larger gamut area is not associated with 

better colour discrimination. We propose a new measure of colour discrimination, Rd, which 

quantifies the number of cap transpositions in the Farnsworth-Munsell FM-100 hue test that 

are introduced by a source spectrum. Rd was developed from 480 FM-100 tests (24 light 

sources x 20 participants per source), where the light source spectra systematically varied in IES 

Rf (from 65 to 95), Rg (from 80 to 120), and gamut shape. Rd was back tested on more than 200 

common light sources to verify accordance with experience and anecdote and is a strong 

predictor of colour discrimination. We offer a direct way to interpret the Rd score. Light sources 

with superior colour discrimination have an Rd score of zero, meaning they introduce no 

transpositions, thus preserving FM-100 cap order. Light sources with average color 

discrimination have an Rd score between 4 and 12; sources with poor color discrimination have 

an Rd score of 16 or greater. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 

Measures of colour rendition are often considered in one of several conceptual frameworks: 

the rendition of colours as compared to a familiar reference1-6, the rendering of colours such 

that they appear pleasant, vivid, or flattering7-12, the ability to distinguish between colours of 

slightly different hue when viewed simultaneously13, and the recollection of colours based on 

memory14-16. These concepts—color fidelity, preference, discrimination, and memory, 

respectively—underlie the many measures and indices that attempt to quantify how light 

sources render object colours. Colour discrimination, though no less important than the other 

aspects of colour rendering, has not received as much attention.  

The benefit of good colour discrimination is not trivial; optimized sources can help factory 

workers identify unacceptable variations in product colour for the preservation of brand image, 

allow nurses to distinguish between similarly coloured medications, and reveal subtle 

differences in skin colouration and internal tissues to medical professionals. To design light 

sources that produce exceptional colour discrimination, a measure is needed that is accurate 

and predictive. Thornton originally proposed the gamut-based Color Discrimination Index 

(CDI)—computed as the area enclosed by the 8 CIE Ra test colour samples in the CIE 1960 UCS, 

normalized to CIE Illuminant C and assigned a value of 100—suggesting that test colours 

distributed over a larger area in colour space would be more easily discernable.13  

Studies by Boyce17, Boyce and Simons18, and Rea and Freyssinier-Nova19 provide some support 

for Thornton’s theory. Boyce asserted that, theoretically, CDI, not the CIE General Colour 

Rendering Index (CIE Ra),1 would be more appropriate for colour discrimination tasks. His 

results, however, show that neither Ra nor CDI is more predictive than the other. Boyce and 

Simons found, after an amalgamation of eight studies, that CIE Ra, CDI, and FM Gamut (FMG)—

where FMG is computed as the gamut area enclosed by the 85 FM-100 hue test colour samples 

in the CIE 1960 UCS, normalized to CIE Illuminant C and assigned a value of 100—predict colour 

discrimination with equal strength (all having a correlation coefficient ≈ 0.85, achieved only 

after one lamp was removed). In the work of Rea and Freyssinier-Nova, Gamut Area Index 

(GAI)—computed as the area enclosed by the eight CIE Ra test colour samples in the CIE 1964 

UCS, normalized to an equal energy spectrum and assigned a value of 100—was better than CIE 

Ra in rank ordering performance on a colour discrimination task, though neither were perfect 

predictors.  

Other studies offer several contrary conclusions. Mahler et al.20 found that highly structured 

RGB illumination produces poor colour discrimination and that increasing the saturation of test 

colours—as necessitated by increasing gamut area—does not automatically imply improved 

colour discrimination. They also found that the CIE special CRIs and Ra correlated well with their 

results. In the work by Royer et al.,21 gamut area failed to predict the statistically higher error 
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scores caused by a highly structured LED source, when compared to two commercially available 

fluorescent sources and a halogen control source. They found that CIE Ra was not predictive of 

the results above a CIE Ra value of 60.  

Colour discrimination has also been shown to vary with age, with younger participants 

performing better than older participants17 and elders with cataract surgery performing better 

than elders without cataract surgery.22 Above 300 lux, Boyce and Simmons18 found that 

illuminance was not a significant factor in colour discrimination performance. To isolate the 

effect of spectral power distribution in this study, participant age was controlled and the 

experimental illuminance was over 600 lux. 

Overall, the picture that emerges from past studies is the failure of available fidelity and gamut 

indices to consistently predict a light source’s ability to permit the accurate discrimination of 

colours. The studies by Royer et al.21 and Wei and Houser22 highlight this problem specifically 

for highly structured spectra, which is especially relevant today since the spectral power 

distribution (SPD) for LED products can have sharp peaks and valleys. While past research 

revealed the difficulty with predicting colour discrimination, it has not provided an accurate and 

reliable metric for applied lighting. With access to a consistent framework for varying fidelity 

and gamut23, evidence that gamut shape significantly impacts colour quality,11,12,24 and 

demonstration of the importance of the interaction between source SPD and object spectral 

reflectance distribution (SRD),25-27 the precedents were in place for a comprehensive 

exploration of colour discrimination.  

To provide a generalizable method for quantifying a light source’s colour discrimination ability, 

this study evaluates a large number of sources, systematically varies spectra over a wide range 

of average fidelity and average gamut values, considers gamut shape, and accounts for the 

interaction between source SPD and object SRD.  

1.2 Goals and hypotheses  
The first goal of this study was to evaluate the ability of available indices to predict the colour 

discrimination of light sources over a wide range of average fidelity and average gamut values, 

while also considering gamut shape. IES TM-30-1528,29 was employed to characterize average 

fidelity (i.e. IES Rf), average gamut (i.e. IES Rg), and gamut shape (i.e. colour vector graphic, 

CVG). To distinguish between light sources with similar Rf and Rg scores, two SPDs were 

designed at each fidelity-gamut combination with the objective of creating orthogonal gamut 

shapes. The a priori hypotheses for this experiment were:  

1. As average fidelity (Rf) increases, colour discrimination ability will increase (i.e. total 

error scores decrease)  

2. As average gamut (Rg) increases, colour discrimination ability will increase (i.e. total 

error scores decrease) 
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3. Gamut shape will not have an effect on colour discrimination 

2. Method 
This experiment was approved by the Penn State University Institutional Review Board on 

August 4, 2015 (STUDY00003016) and run between January and April, 2016.  

2.1 Apparatus  

Light spectra were created using the TeleLumen Light Replicator (TELELUMEN, Saratoga, CA, 

USA) which comprises 16 independently controllable LED channels. The luminaire was 

suspended over a circular aperture in the top surface of a booth with nominal dimensions of 

0.81 m (width) × 0.41 m (depth) × 1.04 m (height). The interior of the booth was painted with 

Behr Premium Ultra Paint and Primer in One®, a matte white paint with a relatively flat 

reflectance distribution across the visible spectrum. Dimming was performed using a 

combination of Rosco® diffusion filters of varying transmittance placed over the circular 

opening below the luminaire. The room containing the booth was dark during experimental 

trials. The experimenter used a small reading light set to the side of the booth, which was never 

visible to participants.  

Spectra were measured using a calibrated PR-655 SpectraScan spectroradiomter (Photo 

Research Inc., Cary, NC, USA) and a diffuse reflectance standard (SRT-MS-100, ρ = 99%) 

(Labsphere North America, North Sutton, NH, USA). Illuminance was measured with a Minolta 

T-10 illuminance meter (KONICA MINOLTA, Ramsey, NJ, USA). Measurements were taken at the 

bottom centre of the booth; they include interreflections and represent the illumination of the 

visual targets.  

2.2 Lighting conditions  

Rf-Rg space was partitioned into 12 regions whose centres were the target for spectral 

optimization. The nominal target Rf values were: 65, 75, 85, and 95. The nominal target Rg 

values were: 80, 90, 100, 110, and 120. A custom Excel optimizer was used to design light 

spectra, which varied weighting functions of the TeleLumen channels to match the 12 target Rf-

Rg combinations. Two SPDs were designated at each Rf-Rg combination to have conceptually 

orthogonal gamut shapes (Figure 1). This was achieved by minimizing or maximizing average 

object saturation in hue angle bin 1 and 7 (Rcs,h1 and Rcs,h7) of the TM-30 Color Vector Graphic 

(CVG). This variable is referred to as CB and can take on a value of 1 (i.e. the CVG generally 

oriented in the direction of CVG hue angle bin 1) or 7 (i.e. the CVG generally oriented in the 

direction of hue angle bin 7). CB is a proxy for opposing red saturation and is intended to 

distinguish between SPDs with the same average fidelity and gamut. It can be understood as a 

deliberate subset of 2 CVGs from the infinite number that exist at any given Rf-Rg combination. 

All spectra were designed to be a metameric match to blackbody radiation at a correlated 

colour temperature (CCT) of 3500 K and to provide an illuminance (E) of 646 lux at the centre of 
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the floor of the viewing booth. Actual measurements—at the centre of the booth, before 

experimental trials on a given day—showed the following ranges: Rf
 ± 2.0, Rg ± 1.3, CCT ± 25 K, 

Duv ± 0.001, and E ± 14 lux (See Appendix B of Esposito30 for complete measurements). Table 1 

provides a detailed colorimetric summary. 

 

Figure 1  Rf-Rg map for the 24 experimental SPDs. Rf-Rg space was partitioned into 12 regions whose centers (indicated by the 
‘+’ symbol) were the target for spectral optimization. Most sources fall within a unit circle of the center. Number labels indicate 
SPD ID as listed in Table 1. SPDs 1 through 12 were spectrally optimized to have a gamut shape generally oriented in the 
direction of hue angle bin 1 of the IES TM-30-15 Color Vector Graphic; gamut shape for SPDs 13 through 24 were optimized in 
the direction of hue angle bin 7.   
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Table 1  Characteristics of the 24 lighting conditions.   

 

2.3 Variables  

The independent variable was SPD, characterized by average fidelity (Rf), average gamut (Rg), 

and gamut shape as visualized with the CVG and identified as chroma-bin (CB). There were a 

total of 24 SPDs (Figure 2).  

The dependent variable was an adjusted Total Error Score (TESadj) of the Farnsworth-Munsell 

100 Hue Test (FM-100). The test consists of 85 coloured caps—whose chromaticities are 

distributed around the hue circle—which are presented to the participant in 4 separate trays. 

Tray A is nominally red to red-orange, B is yellow to yellow-green, C is green to green-blue, and 

D is indigo to indigo-magenta (Figure 3). The error scores for each tray are computed using the 

Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue Test Scoring Software which accompanies the physical test. The 

score for any individual cap “is the sum of the difference between the number of that cap and 

the numbers of the caps adjacent to it” minus 2.31 For example, the arrangement 29-30-31-32 

ID CB Block LER CCT (K) D uv R f R g R a R 9 Q a Q f Q g GAI FMG CDI R d,A R d,B R d,C R d,D R d

1 1 1,3 196 3498 0.0000 66 120 58 -82 69 63 124 89 123 87 0 24 0 0 24

2 1 1,3 243 3503 0.0002 64 110 53 -90 61 57 115 82 114 81 0 8 0 0 8

3 1 2,4 244 3502 0.0000 66 100 60 -64 67 63 105 75 105 74 0 4 0 0 4

4 1 1,3 251 3503 0.0000 65 90 69 -16 73 69 96 68 105 66 0 4 8 0 12

5 1 2,4 282 3496 -0.0002 65 81 75 64 73 73 83 57 85 56 0 0 8 0 8

6 1 1,3 257 3502 0.0000 75 110 64 -53 75 70 114 82 114 80 0 4 0 0 4

7 1 2,4 256 3499 0.0000 75 99 73 3 77 73 102 72 103 71 0 4 0 0 4

8 1 1,3 257 3500 0.0000 76 91 84 38 84 83 95 66 96 65 0 4 8 0 12

9 1 2,4 247 3502 -0.0001 85 109 79 -17 90 83 112 79 113 78 0 12 0 0 12

10 1 1,3 247 3501 0.0001 85 100 83 3 89 86 104 73 106 71 0 8 0 0 8

11 1 2,4 253 3499 0.0000 86 90 88 91 86 87 90 62 92 60 0 0 0 0 0

12 1 2,4 298 3501 0.0000 96 100 97 98 98 97 101 71 105 69 0 0 0 0 0

13 7 2,4 268 3500 -0.0001 65 119 67 -16 77 70 123 88 124 86 0 40 0 0 40

14 7 1,3 308 3503 -0.0001 66 109 83 50 81 76 110 77 115 76 0 16 4 0 20

15 7 2,4 311 3501 -0.0001 65 99 70 17 71 68 98 67 104 66 0 16 0 0 16

16 7 2,4 302 3499 -0.0002 66 90 67 -46 67 67 88 60 94 59 0 8 0 0 8

17 7 1,3 341 3499 -0.0003 66 80 58 -139 60 62 76 52 85 51 0 0 0 0 0

18 7 2,4 346 3503 0.0000 75 110 86 53 84 80 110 77 115 76 0 8 0 0 8

19 7 1,3 300 3502 0.0000 75 99 77 23 78 77 97 67 102 65 0 8 0 0 8

20 7 2,4 343 3502 0.0000 75 90 73 -78 73 74 87 60 95 59 0 0 0 0 0

21 7 2,4 329 3496 -0.0001 86 109 88 94 90 86 111 78 115 77 0 12 0 0 12

22 7 1,3 324 3503 0.0000 85 99 88 12 87 87 98 68 104 67 0 0 0 0 0

23 7 1,3 324 3498 0.0000 83 91 81 -24 82 83 89 62 97 61 0 0 0 0 0

24 7 1,3 306 3501 0.0000 95 101 97 79 96 96 100 70 104 68 0 0 0 0 0

IES TM-30-15 CQSCIE Color Discrimination

ID: Identification number for each experimental light source; CB: Chroma-bin, indicates the hue angle bin direction (1 or 7) of 

the source's gamut shape; Block: Experimental block (see section 2.7 Procedure); LER: Luminous Efficacy of Radiation; CCT: 

Correlated Color Temperature measured in Kelvin; Duv: Delta uv; R f/R g: IES TM-30 average fidelity and average gamut index, 

respectively; R a: CIE General Color Rendering Index; R 9: CIE Special Color Rendering Index, test color sample 09; Q a/Q f/Q g: 

Color Quality Scale average quality, fidelity, and gamut index, respectively; GAI:  Gamut Area Index; FMG:  FM gamut area; CDI: 

Color Discrimination Index; R d,A/R d,B/R d,C/R d,D: light source error score for Tray A, Tray B, Tray C, and Tray D, respectively; R d: 

total light source error score. 
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has an error score of zero, and 29-31-30-32 has an error score of 4. This is the standard scoring 

method and has been used by past researchers.18,19,21 Because the FM-100 test was originally 

developed to evaluate human colour deficiency, the standard test procedure employs CIE 

Illuminant C as a fixed testing source. The standard scoring software, therefore, assumes the 

correct order of caps to be their order when illuminated by CIE Standard Illuminant C. By 

directly applying the standard scoring software in an experiment which purposefully varies the 

testing source, errors (that is, transpositions of caps introduced by the test source) could be 

miscounted and the results distorted. 

 

Figure 2  Spectral power distributions for the 24 experimental conditions. SPDs are organized according to their location in Rf-
Rg space. The overall horizontal axis is Rf. The overall vertical axis is Rg. Number labels indicate SPD ID as shown in Table 1 and 
Figure 1. All SPDs are normalized to Y = 100. CB1 SPDs are shown with red solid lines and CB7 SPDs are shown with green 
dashed lines. The tick marks on the individual horizontal axes correspond to wavelengths of 380 to 780 nm in increments of 100 
nm. 
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Figure 3  (Top) The distribution of FM-100 
caps in the a’b’ plane of CIE CAM02 UCS 
under SPD 3 (Rf = 65, Rg = 100). This SPD 
causes a transposition of caps 30 and 31, 
the most commonly transposed caps in 
this experiment. Because this source 
causes exactly one transposition, it has an 
Rd of 4. If a participant made the 
transposition of caps 30 and 31 in their 
physical test tray, they would not be 
penalized for making the same 
juxtaposition as the source and therefore 
would not acquire an error. (Bottom) The 
distribution of FM-100 caps under SPD 13 
(Rf = 65, Rg = 120). This source has the 
largest gamut area of the experimental 
sources, causes the largest number of 
transpositions (Rd = 40), and has the 
highest mean adjusted total error score. 
Notice specifically how far cap 31 is from 
home. Labels tell the number of each cap. 
Caps which are displaced have bolded 
labels. For reference, the dashed lines 
show the boundaries for the 16 hue angle 
bins of the IES TM-30-15 Color Vector 
Graphic and the solid line in the 
background shows the gamut area of FM-
100 caps illuminated by CIE Illuminant C.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To decouple the error calculation from the standard testing illuminant, custom error calculation 

software was created to compare a participant’s response to the actual order of chips under 

the experimental SPD—accounting for possible transpositions of caps caused by the light 
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source—and calculate a modified error score. A transposition is based on the hue angle of caps 

in the a’b’ plane of the CIE CAM02 UCS. For example, if a participant arranged caps 29-31-30-

32, and this was the same order when compared to the order of caps under the experimental 

SPD (Figure 3), no error would be attributed to this participant (versus a value of 4 using the 

standard scoring procedure). Indeed, a participant should not be penalized for correctly 

responding to a hue transposition caused by the light source. Adjusted error scores were 

calculated via this comparison for each of the 4 FM-100 test trays (Figure 4). The dependent 

variable, then, is the adjusted Total Error Score (TESadj), which is the sum of the adjusted error 

scores for each of the 4 trays (Figure 5): 

𝑇𝐸𝑆adj = 𝐴𝐸𝑆adj + 𝐵𝐸𝑆adj + 𝐶𝐸𝑆adj + 𝐷𝐸𝑆adj       (1) 

In its intended use, the FM-100 test isolates hue discrimination—only one facet of total colour 

discrimination—by utilizing a fixed testing source and test caps that have approximately equal 

spacing in colour space under that testing source. Because our experimental spectra caused 

hue, chroma, and lightness changes of the caps, the test, as we used it, is an imperfect hue 

discrimination test. Though samples are not equally spaced in hue, chroma, and lightness 

across the spectra in our study, the test embodies salient attributes of total colour 

discrimination.   
 

Figure 4  FM-100 tray-specific 
error scores: standard scoring 
vs. adjusted scoring. Caps in 
Tray A and Tray D were never 
transposed under the 
experimental light sources and 
have a correlation of 1. Tray B 
experienced the most 
transpositions under the 
experimental sources. Only 4 
sources caused one or more 
transpositions in Tray C. 
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Figure 5  FM-100 Total Error Scores: standard scoring vs. adjusted scoring. 
The adjusted Total Error Score is the sum of the adjusted error scores for 
the 4 individual FM-100 trays. The experimental sources caused a large 
number of transpositions in Tray B, several in Tray C, and none in Tray A or 
Tray D. Therefore, the difference between the standard and adjusted total 
error scores is largely due to Tray B, much less so to Tray C, and not at all to 
Tray A or Tray D. 

 

 

 

 

2.4 Participants  

Forty participants were recruited from various departments within the university. None had any 

particular knowledge of architectural lighting. There were 23 males and 17 females with ages 

ranging from 20 to 41 years, with a mean of 26 years (25 for males and 27 for females). Twelve 

participants were undergraduate students and twenty-eight were either graduate students or 

professionals. No participants had any observable abnormal vision deficiencies and all were 

colour-normal as tested by the 24 Plate Ishihara Color Vision Test.32  

2.5 Experimental design 

To complete 480 experimental sessions (24 spectra x 20 participants per spectra) each 

participant committed to 13 consecutive days of trials (1 day of pre-experiment preparation 

and 12 days of data collection). Data collection was split into 4 blocks with 10 participants per 

block. Block 1 comprised 12 randomly selected spectra (of the 24) subject to the constraint that 

6 were CB1 and 6 were CB7; Block 2 contained the 12 spectra not evaluated in the first block; 

Block 3 was a replication of Block 1; Block 4 was a replication of Block 2. Spectra within each 

block were presented in a random order. With this design, each participant completed the FM-

100 test under 12 of the 24 light settings. Data collection took a total of 8 weeks to complete (2 

weeks per block).  

2.6 Procedure  

Upon entering the laboratory, the participant received a black laboratory coat and proceeded 

directly to the viewing booth. A two-minute timer was set to ensure chromatic adaptation.33 

The participant then completed a series of visual evaluations that are not reported here. After 

those visual evaluations, which took approximately 15 minutes, the first tray of the FM-100 hue 

test was administered. The free caps of the tray were removed and randomly mixed on the 

table in front of the tray—participants were instructed not to move the tray. We required 

participants to spend at least two minutes with each tray, though they could take as much 
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additional time as needed. This process was repeated for all four trays in the FM-100 test, 

which were administered in a random order. 

3. Results 
3.1 Modeling error scores 

One goal of this work was to improve understanding of the relationship between available 

colour rendition indices and actual colour discrimination. Regression analyses were performed 

to establish relationships for various gamut-based indices to determine their statistical strength 

as predictors of TESadj. Stepwise and best subset regression analyses were used to determine 

the best model fit. Table 2 and Figure 6 show a summary of the mean error scores. 

Figure 6  Mean adjusted Total Error Scores for the 24 
experimental sources. Error scores are organized according to 
each SPD’s location in Rf-Rg space. The horizontal axis is Rf. The 
vertical axis is Rg. Two error scores are shown at each Rf-Rg 
combination; the SPD in the left of the block is the CB1 SPD at 
that location, the right is the opposing CB7 SPD. Numbers in 
parenthesis are SPD IDs as shown in Table 1 and Figures 1 and 2. 
Background colors are displayed to help visualize the trend and 
do not represent statistical differences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Prediction with IES TM-30-15 indices 

IES Rf is a significant linear predictor of mean TESadj (p = 0.005). As Rf increases, mean TESadj 

decreases, which initially supports the hypothesis that colour discrimination ability will increase 

with increasing average fidelity. The fit, however, is weak (r2 = 0.301) suggesting that the full 

relationship is more complex (Figure 7, top).  

IES Rg is a significant linear predictor of mean TESadj (r2 = 0.308, p = 0.005). A quadratic fit for Rg 

increases the strength of the fit and is also statistically significant (r2 = 0.474, p = 0.018). The 

convex quadratic fit for Rg (Figure 7, bottom) is minimized at Rg = 92 and mean TESadj increases 

with departure from Rg = 92 in both directions. This does not support the hypothesis that 

increased Rg would provide increased colour discrimination ability and, instead, suggests the 

opposite. 
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Figure 7  (Top) Rf is a significant linear predictor of mean TESadj 
(p = 0.005), though the relationship is weak (r2 = 0.301). Mean 
TESadj generally decreases with increasing fidelity, though high 
fidelity is not necessary to reduce error score. SPDs 12 and 24, 
with an Rf of 95, produce comparable TESadj scores to SPDs 20 
and 17 which have Rf values of 75 and 65, respectively. 
(Bottom) Rg is a significant quadratic predictor of mean TESadj 
(p = 0.018), though the relationship is weak (r2 = 0.474). The 
best fit regression line is minimized at Rg = 92 and TESadj 
increases with a departure in either direction. Again, SPDs 12, 
24, 20 and 17 have comparable mean TESadj but have Rg values 
of 100, 100, 90, and 80, respectively. Average fidelity and 
average gamut cannot explain why these 4 SPDs perform 
similarly. What these sources have in common, however, is 
that they transpose no caps of the FM-100 hue test, 
corresponding to Rd = 0 (Rd is described in section 3.4). 

 

 

 

 

 

While Rf and Rg are both significant predictors of mean TESadj, the fits are notably weak, and a 

large range of error scores occur within any fixed value of Rf or Rg. A combination of Rf and Rg 

produces the strongest model that can be built for TESadj—considering Rf, Rg, CB and their 

quadratic counterparts—and is also a moderately weak model (r2 = 0.611, p = 0.001 for both 

terms). These models suggest that Rg is not a defensible predictor of TESadj even when paired 

with an average fidelity metric. Gamut shape (CB) is not statistically significant (p = 0.704) and 

adds no benefit when added to the model with Rf and Rg (r2 = 0.617, p-CB = 0.568). This initially 

supports the hypothesis that gamut shape does not have an effect on colour discrimination.  

3.3 Prediction with other gamut and fidelity indices  

The poor predictive ability of gamut area is not limited to TM-30-15’s average gamut index, Rg. 

Six other indices were considered—CDI,13 FMG,18 FMGCIECAM02, GAI,19 and CQS Qa and Qg
32—and 

only one, FMGCIECAM02, had a higher r2 than Rg (r2 = 0.485) (Table 3). The increase is, however, 

marginal. These indices, which use various sample sets and colour spaces, all fail to reliably 

predict the colour discrimination ability of the experimental light sources. Supplementing each 

index with an appropriate fidelity index improves the strength of the fit for each model, though 

the addition of fidelity is not statistically significant in most cases (Table 4). None of these 

models performs better than the model with Rf and Rg. The runner up model—CQS Qa paired 

with CQS Qf—does not even include a gamut index.   
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Table 2  Summary of mean adjusted error scores for the 24 experimental light sources. The mean for each source is the average 
of 20 individual tests. 

 

Overall, these results are consistent with the findings of Royer et al., 21 which suggested that 

gamut area measures do not correlate well with total error scores for highly structured spectra. 

The inability of available metrics to predict the colour discrimination ability of LED sources 

suggests the need for a different approach to the quantification of the colour discrimination 

capability of a light source. 

3.4 Post hoc modeling of TESadj 

Seventeen of the twenty-four experimental light sources juxtaposed at least one cap of the FM-

100 test. The light source that juxtaposed the most caps, SPD 13, had the highest mean TESadj. 

The two light sources with the highest fidelity, SPDs 12 and 24, did not juxtapose any FM-100 

caps, and had two of the lowest mean TESadj values. Our observation that TESadj was related to 

the number of juxtaposed caps led to an attempt to quantify the number of caps juxtaposed by 

the light source, and to employ this quantification as a source-based measure of colour 

discrimination.  

ID Min Mean Max SD Min Mean Max SD Min Mean Max SD Min Mean Max SD Min Mean Max SD

1 0 2.8 12 3.7 24 35.4 48 6.4 0 9.8 24 7.6 0 8.8 20 6.9 32 56.8 96 14.3

2 0 5.0 36 8.3 8 18.8 40 7.5 0 10.0 24 7.0 0 4.4 16 4.7 12 38.2 84 19.1

3 0 6.6 28 7.5 4 14.2 36 8.5 0 12.0 44 10.2 0 3.4 20 5.2 12 36.2 80 22.7

4 0 7.2 24 6.8 0 11.6 24 6.1 8 22.0 44 9.8 0 2.2 8 3.5 20 43.0 76 17.3

5 0 7.6 36 7.9 0 4.2 16 4.6 8 22.2 60 14.1 0 5.2 20 6.0 12 39.2 112 24.3

6 0 3.0 16 4.7 4 17.2 36 8.4 0 11.0 28 7.7 0 2.4 12 3.5 4 33.6 64 16.3

7 0 4.4 12 3.4 4 11.6 24 6.7 0 9.8 24 8.0 0 4.2 12 4.4 4 30.0 68 17.9

8 0 6.4 24 6.8 4 9.8 16 4.6 4 19.8 36 8.5 0 2.2 8 2.4 8 38.2 68 15.4

9 0 4.2 16 3.8 12 25.8 36 7.9 0 10.8 48 12.3 0 4.6 24 5.5 20 45.4 100 22.6

10 0 3.8 20 5.6 8 17.8 36 7.2 0 13.8 28 9.1 0 3.6 8 3.4 8 39.0 76 17.7

11 0 6.8 28 8.1 0 4.4 16 5.0 0 12.8 32 8.0 0 5.8 24 7.7 0 29.8 96 23.6

12 0 3.0 12 3.9 0 9.6 24 7.2 0 7.0 28 8.5 0 1.6 16 3.8 4 21.2 80 19.6

13 0 2.8 20 5.0 32 47.2 64 8.6 0 7.2 28 7.1 0 4.6 20 6.9 40 61.8 112 18.2

14 0 2.4 20 4.8 20 31.4 52 7.4 4 10.4 28 5.7 0 6.0 16 4.9 32 50.2 76 12.8

15 0 3.8 20 6.0 16 31.0 52 8.0 0 6.2 24 5.3 0 6.2 32 7.2 32 47.2 88 17.0

16 0 3.4 36 8.5 8 19.0 52 10.0 0 6.8 24 6.6 0 5.6 24 6.3 12 34.8 132 27.0

17 0 5.6 56 12.5 0 6.8 28 6.8 0 8.2 24 7.5 0 5.8 16 4.8 8 26.4 84 21.0

18 0 2.4 12 3.3 12 23.8 36 6.6 0 7.0 32 8.0 0 3.2 28 6.4 20 36.4 84 15.8

19 0 3.0 12 3.9 8 19.6 36 8.2 0 5.2 16 6.2 0 4.6 16 4.9 8 32.4 68 15.1

20 0 1.8 12 3.0 0 9.2 20 5.5 0 7.0 24 6.7 0 3.2 24 6.0 0 21.2 68 14.4

21 0 2.6 12 4.2 16 25.0 32 5.3 0 5.8 24 6.2 0 2.8 20 4.7 20 36.2 68 14.2

22 0 3.6 12 3.6 0 10.8 20 5.5 0 10.2 20 5.7 0 4.2 16 4.4 4 28.8 52 13.1

23 0 4.8 20 5.1 4 14.6 36 7.7 4 11.2 24 5.9 0 6.2 24 5.3 12 36.8 80 16.7

24 0 2.8 12 3.7 0 7.6 20 5.0 0 7.6 28 6.9 0 2.2 12 3.0 0 20.2 44 12.5

Avg. 4.2 Avg. 17.8 Avg. 10.6 Avg. 4.3 Avg. 36.8

Std. Dev. 1.7 Std. Dev. 10.7 Std. Dev. 4.8 Std. Dev. 1.7 Std. Dev. 10.4

Tray A Tray B Tray C Tray D Total
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Table 3  Various metrics as predictors of mean adjusted Total Error Score 
(TESadj). Bolded values are significant at α < 0.05. The best prediction is 
with a quadratic fit for FMG, followed by a quadratic fit for Rg. Both fits 
are notably weak (r2 < 0.5 for both).  

 

Table 4  Various model fits for mean adjusted Total Error Score 
(TESadj). Bolded values are significant at α < 0.05. The best model 
uses IES TM-30 Rf and Rg. The fit, however, is moderately weak. 

 

To quantify the number of juxtapositions caused by the light source, a Farnsworth-type error 

score calculation was applied directly to the cap transpositions caused by the source. The 

comparison is made against the numerical order of caps which is achieved, by design, under CIE 

Standard Illuminant C. CIE C, then, becomes the de facto reference. According to this error 

calculation, a light source causing the arrangement 29-31-30-32 would be directly attributed an 

error score of 4. Similarly, two transpositions is an error score of 8, three transpositions an 

error of 12, and so on. A source-specific error score can be computed in this way for each of the 

4 trays in the FM-100 test. The total light source error score, Rd, is the sum of these tray-specific 

error scores:  

  (2)  

i = A, B, C, D      

Metric r 2
p-value r 2

p-value

R g 0.308 0.005 0.474 0.018

Q a 0.056 0.268 0.236 0.037

Q g 0.358 0.002 0.449 0.075

GAI 0.347 0.002 0.428 0.099

FMG 0.340 0.003 0.409 0.133

FMG  (CIE CAM02) 0.313 0.005 0.485 0.015

CDI 0.347 0.002 0.428 0.099

Linear Fit Quadratic Fit

Model r 2
Gamut Fidelity

R g + R f 0.611 0.001 0.001

Q a + Q f 0.562 0.000 0.000

Q g + Q f 0.482 0.002 0.036

GAI  + R a 0.423 0.004 0.111

FMG + R a 0.410 0.005 0.131

FMG  (CIE CAM02) + R a 0.417 0.004 0.066

CDI  + R a 0.423 0.004 0.111

p -value

𝑅𝑑 = ∑ 𝑅𝑑,𝑖

4

𝑖=1

= 𝑅𝑑,𝐴 + 𝑅d,B + 𝑅𝑑,𝐶 + 𝑅𝑑,𝐷 
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Rd and Rd,i values for each of the experimental sources are shown in Table 1. A strong 

relationship exists between an increasing number of transposed caps and high mean adjusted 

error scores (Figure 8). Rd,B is a very strong predictor of mean adjusted error scores for Tray B 

(BESadj) (r2 = 0.940). Rd,C is also a strong predictor of mean adjusted error scored for Tray C 

(CESadj) (r2 = 0.728). The relationship for Tray A and Tray D cannot be established because none 

of the experimental light sources transposed caps in these trays, and thus all sources have Rd,A 

and Rd,D values of zero. The mean adjusted error score for Tray A and D, across all of the 

experimental light sources, are not statistically different from one another; jointly, they are 

statistically lower than mean adjusted error scores for Tray B and Tray C (Figure 9). Said another 

way, the experimental light sources never transposed caps in Tray A or Tray D, and the mean 

adjusted error scores for these trays were statistically lower than mean error scores for Tray B 

and Tray C. The experimental light sources transposed many more caps in Tray B than Tray C 

and mean adjusted error score across the experimental light sources for Tray B is statistically 

higher than that for Tray C.  

 

Figure 8  (Top left/Bottom Right) None of the 24 experimental light sources transpose caps in Tray A or D (Rd,A and Rd,D = 0 for 
all) and their error scores (AESadj and DESadj), on average, are low. (Top right) As the number of light source-induced cap 
transpositions increases (Rd,B), so does the error scores for Tray B (BESadj). The quadratic relationship is strong (r2

 = 0.940) and 
statistically significant (p = 0.002). (Bottom left) As Rd,B increases, so does the error score for Tray C (CESadj). Rd,c is a strong 
predictor of Tray C error scores (r2 = 0.728). Far fewer sources caused transpositions in Tray C than Tray B. The small range of 
Rd,C (0 – 8) provides much less granularity for model building as compared to the trend for Tray B. However, something curious 
emerges if you overlay the trends for Tray B and Tray C (not shown). The trend for Tray C appears to be an incomplete version 
of Tray B’s trend. If we had sources which caused a wider range of transpositions in Tray C, it may reveal the same underlying 
trend. 
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Figure 9  Mean adjusted Total Error Scores for each FM-100 tray, across all 
experimental light spectra. Bars which share a pattern (Tray A and D) are 
not statistically different. Tray A and Tray D, jointly, have a statistically lower 
mean TESadj than both Tray B and C. Tray C has a statistically lower TESadj 
than Tray B. The experimental light sources do not transpose any caps in 
Tray A or D, four sources transpose at least one cap in Tray C, and all but 6 
sources transpose at least one cap in Tray B. Error bars show the 95% 
confidence interval.  

 

 

 

Overall, Rd is a strong predictor of TESadj (Figure 10, top) (quadratic fit, r2 = 0.860, p = 0.034). It is 

much stronger than any gamut index or gamut-fidelity model considered. Additionally, it can 

correctly rank-order many of the light sources; it predicts 6 of the 7 best sources (lowest TESadj) 

and 6 of the 8 worst sources (highest TESadj) (Figure 10, bottom).  

It is implicit in the use of the FM-100 hue test that error scores are indicative of the colour 

discrimination ability of a light source. Quantifying the number of juxtaposed caps of a light 

source promises to be a valid method to predict errors scores; thus, by extension, Rd is as a 

measure of colour discrimination. 

4. Discussion 

The results of this study provide conclusive evidence that gamut area is not predictive of colour 

discrimination for highly structured spectra, and also that increasing gamut area may have a 

detrimental effect (Figure 7, bottom). For Tray B specifically, increasing gamut area caused a 

larger number of transpositions (Rd,B), and accordingly, a larger TESadj (Figure 11). This is 

contradictory to the logic offered by Thornton.13 One important phenomena is that hue shifts 

accompany increases in saturation.11,34 Therefore, as gamut area increases, the distance 

between adjacent caps in colour space cannot be assumedly preserved. In fact, as gamut area 

increases, the likelihood of transposing caps may increase. 

Average fidelity was not a strong predictor of TESadj, though both sources with the highest 

average fidelity (Rf = 95) also had the lowest error scores. High fidelity seems to be important 

for colour discrimination insofar as it preserves the numerical order of caps (i.e. it creates no 

transpositions of adjacent caps). High fidelity, however, is not a requirement for order 

preservation. For example, SPDs 17 and 20 have Rf values of 65 and 75, respectively, transpose 

no caps, and have average TESadj values comparable to the sources with Rf values of 95 (Figure 

7). High fidelity is associated with good colour discrimination—but not required. Indeed, a light 

source with maximum average fidelity may still only discriminate colours as well as the 

reference illuminant used in the fidelity calculation.   
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Figure 10  (Top) Rd is a strong predictor of TESadj with an r2 of 0.860—stronger than any gamut index or gamut-fidelity model 
considered. The quadratic fit is statistically significant (p = 0.035). SPDs with an Rd of 0 are labeled with their SPD ID, showing 
that Rd correctly predicts 5 of the 6 best-performing SPDs. (Bottom) SPDs are rank ordered, from left to right, according to 
increasing TESadj (bar labels indicate mean TESadj, not bar height). Rd values are plotted on the y-axis (bar height). If Rd could 
perfectly rank-order the SPDs, each successive bar, moving from left to right, should either increase in height or stay the same. 
Though is it obvious the rank order is not perfect, Rd correctly predicts the trend of the rank order; Rd also correctly predicts 6 
of the 7 best SPDs, and 6 of the 8 worst SPDs.  
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Figure 11  For Tray B, increasing gamut area causes a 
larger number of transpositions, on average. This 
suggests that, on average, increasing gamut area is 
actually detrimental to color discrimination, not 
beneficial. This trend cannot be established for Tray A 
and Tray D because they did not experience any 
transpositions under the experimental sources nor for 
Tray C due to the small number of transpositions.  

 

 

 

There is little evidence that gamut shape has an effect on colour discrimination. CB was not 

statistically significant, indicating that mean TESadj scores were not statistically different 

between CB1 and CB7 SPDs, and CB was not included in any of the best-fit regression models 

considered. Additionally, where gamut shapes are most clearly opposed (Rg = 100), no clear 

pattern exists (Figure 6, SPD pairs 3/15, 7/19, 10/22, and 12/24). Furthermore, Tray A and Tray 

D experienced no transpositions under the experimental light sources. This should not be the 

case if gamut shape had a significant effect. CB1 SPDs have an average Rd,B of 6 and CB7 SPDs 

have an average Rd,B of 9. If gamut shape were to have a considerable effect, we might expect a 

larger difference, especially given that caps in Tray B seem to be more susceptible to 

transpositions. Overall, the data support the initial hypothesis that gamut shape does not have 

an effect on colour discrimination. More so than average fidelity, average gamut, or gamut 

shape, cap transpositions seem to be the determining factor in mean TESadj scores.  

Rd, the proposed measure of cap transpositions, can only have validity for architectural lighting 

if it relates to familiar light sources. As an exercise, Rd was calculated for the 210 commercially 

available sources in the library of the IES TM-30 Advanced Calculator Tool. The average Rd 

across all sources is 7.8, and 60% of light sources have an Rd value of 4, 8, or 12. This suggests 

that the average commercial light source transposes 1-3 caps and has an Rd between 4 and 12. 

Light sources that transpose no caps are superior colour discriminators; this ability is limited to 

28% of the commercial light sources analyzed. Lastly, light sources which transpose 4 or more 

caps—an Rd of 16 or greater—are below average (or poor) colour discriminators. These sources 

make up 12% of the commercial light sources in the library.  

Table 5 shows Rd scores for select light sources. Many of the Rd values correspond to anecdote: 

CIE D65, a model of average daylight which would be expected to be a superior colour 

discriminator, has an Rd of zero; incandescent sources are mostly average colour discriminators; 

fluorescent sources vary depending on type but are generally average; HPS and mercury vapour 

lamps are all poor colour discriminators; LED sources have wide variation, especially those 

which are highly structured. The ideal prime colour—a superior colour discriminator theorized 
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by Thornton—has an Rd of 60, indicating poor colour discrimination. This is consistent with the 

findings of Royer et al.,21 which showed that an RGB LED with peaks near Thornton’s prime 

regions produced statistically worse total error scores than the fluorescent and halogen sources 

tested. 

Table 5  Rd for select light sources. Many values correspond to anecdote; CIE D65 is superior, fluorescent sources 
have a large range but are generally average, and HPS and Mercury Vapor are poor. Broadband sources are more 
likely to have lower Rd values (better performance).     

 

Seven of the 24 experimental sources are categorically superior color discriminations; 13 are 

average and 4 are poor (Figure 12). Past researchers have recommended categorical rating 

scales,35,36 albeit for different aspects of colour rendition. This acknowledges the reality that a 

continuous scale on any dimension of colour rendition is likely to provide a false sense of 

precision. Our experimental results, coupled with back testing on well-known light sources, 

suggests categories of colour discrimination performance that can be mapped to ranges of Rd 

scores. For example, whether a source scores 20 or 24 is immaterial—both would create 

numerous transpositions and would be poor sources where colour discrimination is important. 

Thus, while Rd is an integer scale in increments of 4 (i.e. 0, 4, 8, etc.), we view it as an 

intermediate step for determining superior, average, or poor performance. Distilling complex 

information into a simple word scale can be expected to aid specifiers and end users in more 

simply interpreting the colour discrimination ability of a light source.  

Source Type Source Name R d Discrimination

Incandescent 75WA19 Neodymium 12 Average

Incandescent Halogen/Halogen MR16 4, 8 Average

Incandescent Filtered Halogen 0 Superior

HID HPS Standard 40, 48 Poor

HID HPS Deluxe 36 Poor

HID Super HPS 40 Poor

HID Mercury 36, 44, 52 Poor

HID
CDM940, MHC100UMP4K - 

Metal Halide
0 Superior

HID CDM830, MHC100/U/MP/3K 4, 8 Average

LED Mixed (Experimental) 0-40 Superior, Average, Poor

LED Hybrid (Commercial) 0-16 Superior, Average, Poor

LED Phosphor 0-28 Superior, Average, Poor

Fluorescent Narrowband - F32T8/7XX 8, 12, 24 Average, Poor

Fluorescent Narrowband - F32T8/8XX 0-16, 24 Superior, Average, Poor

Fluorescent Narrowband - F32T8/9XX 0, 8 Superior, Average

Fluorescent Narrowband - F40T12/XXU 8, 12, 24 Average, Poor

Fluorescent Broadband 0, 4, 8, 20 Superior, Average, Poor

Model CIE D65 0 Superior

Model Equal Energy 0 Superior

Model Ideal Prime Color 60 Poor
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Figure 12  Color discrimination performance categorized by Rd. Light sources with superior color discrimination ability transpose 
no caps of the FM-100 hue test and have an Rd of zero. Average light sources transpose between 1 and 3 caps and have an Rd of 
4, 8, or 12; poor light sources transpose 4 or more caps (Rd ≥ 16).    

4. Conclusions 
We describe an adjusted error score calculation (TESadj) for the FM-100 hue test, which is based 

on the assumption that transpositions resulting from a light source SPD should not be ascribed 

to the participant. No measure of gamut (i.e. IES Rg, CDI, FMG, FMGCIECAM02, GAI, CQS Qg) is 

highly correlated with TESadj, with an r2 ranging from 0.409 to 0.485. These data show 

conclusively that, contrary to common belief, larger gamut area is not associated with better 

colour discrimination. This is especially true for spectra that contain sharp peaks and valleys, as 

is common with many LED light sources. Indeed, increasing gamut may have a detrimental 

effect, especially when the increase in gamut area is accompanied by large hue shifts that 

transpose object colours. 

We propose a new measure of colour discrimination, Rd, which quantifies the number of cap 

transpositions in the FM-100 hue test that are introduced by a light source spectrum, in 

comparison to the proper order of caps when illuminated by CIE illuminant C. Rd was developed 

from 480 individual FM-100 tests and back tested on more than 200 common light sources to 

verify accordance with experience and anecdote. Rd is a strong predictor of TESadj (r2 = 0.860) 

and has face validity. 

Rd is an integer scale in increments of 4; a lower number indicates fewer transpositions and 

better performance. However, even this level of granularity is too fine for applied lighting.  
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We therefore offer a direct way to interpret the Rd score. Light sources with superior colour 

discrimination have an Rd score of zero, meaning they introduce no transpositions, thus 

preserving the FM-100 cap order. Light sources with average colour discrimination have an Rd 

score between 4 and 12. Light sources with poor colour discrimination have an Rd score of 16 or 

greater. 
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